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Prologue:

Curriculum Design, for many teachers, is a new space.  In a 
general sense, the curriculum design work that is being engaged 
in right now is far above the instructional practices of the past.

This is also meant to be a baseline from which all future 
curriculum work will develop. Being thoughtful and transparent 
in our work allows exponential growth in professional practice 
and student achievement.

Many, many thanks to the teacher(s) who submitted this plan 
so that we can nurture the seeds they’ve planted.
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Why do this?

To Support Data Informed 
Decision Making



Data informed culture to improve student achievement
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“Unit Plans (Maps) equal data … Data 
equals facts and figures … Facts and 
figures show trends … And with this 

knowledge, we can give ‘all of the above’ 
meaning by looking at the trends and 

comparing it to other data bases.”
Bena Kallick, Curriculum Mapping Conference, 2003



Caveat:

This annotation represents a look through several lenses of 
opportunities for improvement.  The depth of this annotation is 
specifically for the purpose of this analysis only and does not 
necessarily represent what would be involved in a curriculum 
coaching moment. Critical decisions would have to be made 
around “do now” vs. “explore later” depending on several 
variables that could include: delivery of the unit plan, 
collaboration and consensus, alignment of the unit as a whole 
versus a pinpoint alignment moment, opportunities for growth 
over time, further fleshing out of details related to curriculum 
practice vs. design, etc.
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•Clarity:  This unit does not have enough information to be 
replicated with fidelity.
•Lively (and Robust): Based on the included lessons and 
supplemental information, it seems to suggest that there may be 
opportunities for Lively and Robust instruction, but there is no 
evidence for that.
•Evidence: No evidence of proficiency with included skills is 
listed.
•Alignment: See subsequent slides. Connections need to be 
more in depth.

Social Studies Standards?



Without the assessments, specific alignment is difficult.  All three of the skills 
translated from the standards are surface level, and could be explored with greater 
depth. For instance, and depending on the assessment, students are asked to 
describe the characters and explain how the actions affect the sequence of events. 
They do this orally. If the assessment is of a higher cognitive complexity, i.e., writing 
with the intent of drawing conclusions based on character descriptions and actions, 
then they weren’t necessarily prepared for the assessment moment. Standards 
shaded in red need to be represented here specifically. There also seems to be 
quite a bit of content missing as well, for example: linking words and phrases, 
writing conclusion statements, organization of writing (beyond just sequencing), 
and writing introductions. There should be evidence of specific elements of writing 
instruction and the skills to go with those elements. Additionally, there should be 
formative evidence of the mastery of skills before the final assessment moment as 
represented by the opinion piece.



A note on Lively and Robust instruction:  There are several opportunities here 
for depth and engagement, differentiated and scaffolded instruction, and 
authentic / real world learning moments. Know that “lively” and “robust” are 
somewhat subjective, but it should be apparent to the reader of this unit that 
attention has been paid to what should be represented in modern 
instructional practices, meaning that the college and career readiness 
capacities are highly transparent. There is not enough evidence to support 
the claims here that this unit is in alignment of CCR capacities 1 and 3.



Endnote:

This unit plan has several areas of improvement. The critical, “do now” zone is 
definitely making sure that the essential elements from the standards are ALL 
represented in the content, skills, and assessments.  Perhaps in the case of 
this unit plan, there is a “do next” zone that would address the clear 
alignment between the assessment moment and the learning moment, and 
the language between the assessments and skills. Other areas of 
improvement that would fit in the “explore later” zone would include 
tweaking the content pieces, alignment to the social studies standards, letting 
the social studies standards inform the robustness of new considerations for 
content, skills, and activities, the design of new assessments, more specific 
and increased quantity of skill statements, and the inclusion of agreed upon 
lessons and activities that flesh out the writing process from beginning to 
end. (And perhaps the creation of a common rubric.)


